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Abstract

This paper studies the effects of perceived racism among African Americans on
authoritarianism. It uses multilevel modeling with post-stratification to estimate these
effects from nationally representative surveys and census data. This approach rep-
resents a methodological advance to the extent that previous approaches lacked the
statistical power to produce reliable estimates for sparsely sampled subsets of data. I
find that the effect of perceptions of black-targeted racism among African Americans
on their levels of authoritarianism is positive, significant, and large. In contrast, the ef-
fect for whites is reversed. On the state level, these findings hold for almost 80 percent
of the states that are adequately sampled. Previous scholarship has done a good job of
explaining why blacks are overwhelmingly Democratic despite their high levels of social
conservatism and authoritarianism. The present study, to my knowledge, provides the
first explicit and systematic attempt to explain why African Americans have such high
levels of authoritarianism in the first place.

Introduction

In 2008 the citizens of California made national headlines when they voted in favor of Propo-

sition 8, a hotly contested constitutional amendment banning gay marriage. Responding to

early reports from exit polls, journalists were quick to attribute Proposition 8’s successful

passage to the anti-gay marriage sentiments of the state’s Latino and black populations.

These attributions were exuberant and premature, however, and critics rightly deemed them
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exaggerated (see, e.g., Silver 2008). Subsequent analyses nonetheless confirm that the anti-

gay marriage sentiment widely shared by California’s black voters had a large and significant

impact on Proposition 8’s passage (Abrajano 2010).

Such findings underline the broader electoral significance of African American voters. In

the concurrent national presidential contest of 2008, African Americans played a similarly

large and significant role in the historic election of America’s first black president, Barack

Obama. According to one estimate, for example, Obama would have only won by 5 points

versus 8 had he received Kerry’s raw vote among blacks (Philpot et al 2009).

The role that African Americans played in passing Proposition 8 is of particular note

because it exemplifies the pervasive and persistent social conservatism of blacks in America.

Yet, this social conservatism is also in conflict with the longstanding allegiance of African

Americans to the Democratic Party (see, e.g., Hetherington & Weiler 2009, Carmines &

Stimson 1990, Frymer 1999).

Despite being widely noted and frequently observed, the social conservatism of African

Americans is understudied and poorly understood. Toward this end, the substantive aim

of this paper is to further our understanding of the social conservatism of America’s black

population. This goal has remained elusive in part because traditional statistical tools are

not able to overcome limitations inherent to the most widely available data on black public

opinion. Toward this end, the methodological aim of this paper is to suggest an innovative

solution that allows us to overcome such difficulties. The following two subsections address

these complementary aims in turn.
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Substantive Contribution

African Americans have the highest authoritarianism1 levels among racial and ethnic groups

in America (Hetherington and Weiler 2009). This is a puzzling anomaly that is, unfortu-

nately, often overlooked in the race & politics literature. Though few studies directly address

this anomaly, it is frequently reproduced in research on the gap between the political beliefs

and attitudes of black and white Americans (Harris-Lacewell 2007).

Research on this gap is contrastingly plentiful. For example, black Americans tend to

be ‘populist,’ i.e., both socially conservative and economically liberal (Zaller 1993, Frymer

1999). This stands in stark contrast to national trends that show an increasingly large

positive intercorrelation between the social and economic dimensions of ideology (Jost et

al 2009, Benoit and Laver 2006). Further, black Democrats are as socially conservative

as Republicans across numerous social and moral issues (Gallup Poll, December 3, 2008).

Lastly, black Americans hold more conservative attitudes than white Americans when it

comes to school prayer, abortion, homosexuality, and traditional roles for women (Smith

and Seltzer 1993).

The gap between the political beliefs and attitudes of black and white Americans creates

a unique dilemma for black voters. On economic issues their attitudes resemble Democrats,

whereas on social issues their attitudes resemble Republicans. But the two major parties

do not, as a result, split the vote. Rather, despite the marked social conservatism of black

Americans, they largely identify with and vote for Democrats (Dawson 1994, Harris-Lacewell

2007).

Much ink has been spilled over the odd pairing of social conservatism with Democratic

allegiance among blacks. On the level of psychology, for example, Dawson (1994) provides

the black utility heuristic to explain how a sense of linked fate among black Americans forms

1The concept of authoritarianism is discussed in a subsection below. For present purposes, I define
authoritarianism as a cognitive predisposition toward hierarchy and intolerance that loosely resembles social
conservatism.
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the (boundedly) rational basis of their relatively homogeneous voting patterns. On the level

of party politics and issue coalitions, processes of issue evolution realigned the two major

parties along racial lines (Carmines and Stimson 1990), leaving black Americans with little

choice and thus electorally captured by the racially progressive party (Frymer 1999).

As these examples evince, the allegiance of African Americans to the Democratic party

is well understood on many levels of analysis. Yet, little to no ink appears to have been

spilled over the other half of the aforementioned odd pairing of Democratic allegiance, on

the one hand, and social conservatism, on the other. This is particularly true in regard to

the high levels of authoritarianism among black Americans. Why, this paper asks, are black

Americans the most authoritarian racial or ethnic group in America?

Methodological Contribution

Though the primary aim of this paper is substantive, it also seeks to make a methodological

contribution. Despite significant advances in the study of African American public opinion

over the past decade, the amount of data and thus research on the topic remains regret-

tably small (Bobo 1997, Harris-Lacewell 2007). Good intentions notwithstanding, almost all

nationally representative surveys produce mostly white samples (Smith 1987). Not surpris-

ingly, then, samples of non-whites are usually too small to analyze with sufficient statistical

power to produce reliable estimates (Oliver 2010). As a result, survey-based scholarship

disproportionately focuses on the attitudes and beliefs of white Americans (Bobo and Fox

2003), and it is common practice for public opinion researchers to remove non-white subjects

from their data (for brief discussion see Hetherington and Weiler 2009).

Traditional approaches taken toward solving the problem of inadequate black sampling

usually involve original surveys that generously or even exclusively sample blacks. While such

approaches have been undertaken to great effect (e.g., Allen et al 1989, Dawson 1994), they

are very expensive and time consuming. As a result there are only a handful of examples,
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such as the 1984, 1988, and 1996 National black Election Studies, the 1994 National black

Politics Study, and a 2000 election study conducted by Knowledge Networks (Harris-Lacewell

2007, Dawson and Brown 1994, Bobo and Dawson 2000). Suffice it to say that there is a

severe need for data among African American public opinion scholars.

Luckily, however, multilevel statistical techniques offer new and unprecedented opportu-

nities to analyze poorly sampled subsets of data (Lax and Phillips 2009, Gelman and Hill

2007). They are thus well suited to provide relatively cheap solutions to the problem of in-

adequate minority group sampling. In fact, in the sections that follow I specifically contend

that multilevel modeling with post-stratification allows us to develop reliable state-level esti-

mates for states with as few as five respondents across three nationally representative surveys

combined.

Multilevel modeling is not new to the study of race and politics. For example, Quillian

(1996) used multilevel techniques to study how white racial attitudes change over time, and

Taylor (1998) used them to study how whites react to differences in racial composition in

their local population. We seek to build on these pioneering studies by using multilevel

modeling techniques to leverage a shift in focus to the political attitudes of black Americans.

On a related point, Gary King (1998) notes that political scientists have been slow to

realize that methodological advances in one subfield are applicable to extant problems in

other subfields. This paper aims to make a small contribution toward closing the gap be-

tween advances in multilevel modeling and the extant problem of poorly sampled minority

populations in the study of race and politics.

I argue not just that multilevel modeling presents a unique opportunity for analysts of

African American public opinion, but also for analysts interested in numerous other subsets

of data that are too small to analyze with traditional statistical techniques. Still, for race &

politics scholars, such subsets could include other minority groups, which would help us get

past the white-black paradigm in the study of political attitudes, or perhaps even subsets of
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these groups, which would provide a much needed step in the direction of an intersectional

approach to the study of black political attitudes (Harris-Lacewell 2007, Dawson and Cohen

2002, Cohen 1999, Matsuda 2002).

Theory and Hypotheses

The central contention of this paper is that the perception of black-targeted racism is a

core variable responsible for high levels of authoritarianism among African Americans. The

theoretical backdrop of this contention consists of three findings in the race & politics and

ideology literatures.
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Figure 1: Histogram of raw authoritarianism scores by race. Dark grey bars represent African Americans and
light grey bars represent whites. Data: 1992, 2000, and 2004 ANES

First, as mentioned above, African Americans are the most authoritarian racial or ethnic

group in America ‘by far’ (Hetherington and Weiler 2009). Using the 2004 ANES, they

report mean authoritarianism scores of .75 and .55 for blacks and non-blacks, respectively

(ibid: 141). This is very close to the means of .7 for blacks and .55 for whites in my dataset,

which pools 1992, 2000, and 2004 ANES surveys. Figure 1 displays a histogram of raw
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authoritarianism scores, with side-by-side distributions for black and white respondents.2

The authoritarianism scores of whites (light grey bars) are close to normally distributed

with a small left skew. In contrast, the scores of blacks (dark grey bars) exhibit a very large

left skew, with their proportions increasing monotonically from lowest to highest levels of

authoritarianism. In a manner of speaking, Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the

empirical anomaly that this paper seeks to explain. As the motivation for my investigation,

it is the evidential basis of the question asked in the title: why are African Americans the

most authoritarian racial group in America?

The second component of the theoretical backdrop to this paper’s hypothesis is the finding

that when a widely perceived normative threat arises – e.g., after 9/11 – it causes a rightward

or authoritarian shift in attitudes on social issues in the mass public (Stenner and Feldman

1997, Hetherington and Suhay 2010). Lastly, disproportionately to whites, blacks perceive

themselves to be the victims of both past and ongoing racial discrimination (Sigelman and

Welch 1991, Peffley and Hurwitz 2010).

Putting these three findings together, I offer the theory that African Americans widely

perceive racism as a chronically present normative threat. This widely shared perception of

normative threat induces a longterm rightward shift in policy preferences in the social domain

– hence the disproportionately high mean authoritarianism levels of blacks in America. This

theory furnishes three primary hypotheses:

H1 : The degree to which blacks’ authoritarianism levels are higher than whites’
is a function of the extent to which blacks perceive themselves to be the victims
of racism and discrimination.

Structured by a simple causal logic, H1 captures the theory that motivates this study in

the most general and intuitive manner. Perceptions of racism function as normative threats,

2To make the graph easier to read the odd-numbered entries have been removed. They represent the
small fraction of respondents who answered one or more of the items in the authoritarianism instrument as
‘both.’ Including them makes the shapes of the distributions harder to compare and thus, despite showing
more information, less informative.
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which in turn cause rightward shifts in social policy space and hence higher levels of author-

itarianism. The same result should only hold for whites to the extent that they also perceive

themselves to be the victims of racism or discrimination, which I deem unlikely.

H2 : On the state level, for states in which blacks perceive higher levels of racism
and discrimination (relative to blacks in other states), blacks’ authoritarianism
levels will be higher relative to whites in their state.

H2 is more complicated than H1, mostly because it includes state-level considerations. How-

ever, even H1 depends on state-level effects. The models I attempted in the early stages of

this project that did not contain state-level controls produced null results in a simple OLS

multivariate regression context and very weak results in an ordered logit context.

These initial results are not surprising given that the need to account for geography is well

established in the race & politics literature. Numerous studies find that attitudes towards

other races are profoundly affected by geographic or contextual variables such as local racial

composition (see, e.g., Oliver 2010). Within the context of this paper’s theory I incorporate

these sorts of findings by controlling for the state level, albeit with a strong assumption that

I shall now discuss.

My theory assumes that almost all of the causes of authoritarianism (other than perceived

discrimination) apply to everyone equally. More specifically, it assumes that, controlling for

both geographic (state) and demographic (race, sex, income, age, and education) variables,

the causes of authoritarianism – e.g., genetic predisposition, social and economic history, non-

racial normative threats, etc. – are the same for everybody. This implies that state averages

of authoritarianism levels ought to provide something akin to a baseline or reference point for

each state (thought of here as a geographic unit). Any independent variable which affects

these averages, then, ought to affect them from the reference point. State-level means of

authoritarianism scores probably provide the best approximation of this reference point.

The third hypothesis largely restates the second in a different vocabulary with the goal
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of increased specification and clarification.

H3 : Higher levels of perceived racism among blacks – understood as a between-
states variable – will correlate positively with the extent to which blacks’ mean
authoritarianism scores are higher than whites’ – understood as a within-states
variable.

To summarize, I contend that (i) higher levels of perceived racism among blacks result in

higher levels of authoritarianism, and that (ii) this result occurs relative to state baselines

(which are dominated by whites in each state). If these two contentions are true, then (iii)

the state means of perceived racism levels among blacks should correlate positively with (iv)

the state means of authoritarianism levels among blacks, relative to reference point levels

(state means) – i.e., as a movement away from, and hopefully above, this baseline.

Analysis

In this section I introduce and describe (i) my data, (ii) the key concepts of authoritarianism

and perceived discrimination and how I conceptualize and operationalize them, and (iii) the

model and its other variables.

Data

To test my hypotheses I use data from the 1992, 2000, and 2004 American National Election

Studies (ANES) surveys. These are the three years in which ANES includes a measure

of authoritarianism. For my purposes, they serve as examples of nationally representative

surveys that produce mostly white samples. The three surveys combine to form a pooled

sample of 4123 respondents, of which 3305 report being white and only 510 report being

black. As discussed above, the sampling discrepancy between whites and blacks poses a

serious problem for scholars of African American public opinion. Though I advocate the

oversampling of non-white populations, I also contend that this paper’s approach lessens
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the burden that standard survey procedures impose on scholars of African American or

non-white public opinion.

While most of the variables used in this analysis are more or less straightforward in

their measurement and interpretation, the two of primary interest, authoritarianism and

perceptions of discrimination, require more careful attention. The two following sections

discuss them in turn.

Authoritarianism

The concept of authoritarianism has a long and tumultuous history in the social sciences

that dates back to Adorno et al (1950), who originally formulated the construct in order

to study antisemitism in the aftermath of WWII. This marks the beginning of a rich and

stimulating history for this embattled construct. However, for the purposes of this paper,

the most recent accounts of authoritarianism are most helpful because they avoid the myriad

problems that plagued early attempts. Particularly useful is Karen Stenner’s formulation of

authoritarianism as an innate psychological predisposition toward intolerance that interacts

with changing conditions of societal threat, a process which she refers to as the authoritarian

dynamic (2005). A key feature of Stenner’s formulation is that it characterizes the mani-

festation of authoritarianism as a dynamic process which reflects changes in contextual or

environmental conditions.

Drawing from Stenner, Hetherington & Weiler (2009) provide a similarly useful formu-

lation of authoritarianism, which they divide into three parts. First, they view it as an un-

derlying orientation that structures views on ‘hot’ issues like race, morals, and hawkishness.

Second, authoritarianism serves as the basis of a worldview that helps individuals interpret

the world and thus develop a predictable set of political opinions. Third, authoritarianism

is motivated by a fundamental desire for order. This results in support for authorities who

are perceived to be able to secure that order against threats to social cohesion (2009: 29, 36,
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41).

Stenner (2005) and Hetherington & Weiler (2009) disagree about how to explain the

rightward, authoritarian shift in public opinion that occurs after widely perceived normative

threat levels spike – for example, after 9/11. Stenner (2005) maintains that such events

trigger an authoritarian response in persons who are predisposed toward authoritarianism.

According to this view, the authoritarian predisposition remains latent in the absence of such

threats. Hetherington and Weiler (2009), on the other hand, maintain that authoritarians

don’t have much ideological room to shift, and thus the national rightward shift is due

primarily to changes among a low- or non-authoritarian subset of the population.

Since both positions are compatible with the theory, hypothesis, and analysis that follows,

this paper is agnostic on these competing views. My central claim is that African Americans

experience a rightward, authoritarian shift as a chronic response to their longterm perception

of the threat of racism. This could be the result of latent authoritarianism being triggered.

It could also result from rightward shifts among non-authoritarian blacks. Or it could be a

combination of both possibilities. For my purposes it does not matter.

Following both Stenner (2005) and Hetherington and Weiler (2009), I operationalize

authoritarianism using a battery of questions aimed at gauging respondents’ childrearing

values. These items query the respondents’ views on the tradeoff between authority and

autonomy by asking, for example, whether obedience or self-reliance is a more desirable

trait for a child to have. These questions form a reliable and consistent measure that taps a

fundamental value orientation that is structured along a libertarian-authoritarian continuum.

Responses tend to be only cursorily related to the respondents’ childrearing practices or

experiences as a child, instead reflecting their underlying value orientation (Stenner 2005).

For this analysis I use the same instrument as Hetherington & Weiler, which is comprised of

four items with three possible responses each: the authoritarian option (+1), the libertarian

or non-authoritarian option (-1), and the choice of both (0). This yields a nine-point scale
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that ranges from -4 (most libertarian) to 4 (most authoritarian).

Perceived Discrimination

To operationalize perceived discrimination I use a survey item that elicits responses to the

statement: “Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make

it difficult for blacks to work their way out of the lower class.” This item is well suited to

the manner in which the theory behind my hypothesis conceptualizes perceived racism and

discrimination, which ascribes to it the ability to chronically function as a normative threat

that is widely perceived among blacks. The wording that this item uses captures both the

diffuseness of a broadly and socially persistent force that spans across older and more recent

manifestations of anti-black racism (‘generations of slavery and discrimination’) as well as

the specificity of a tangible everyday threat (‘conditions that make it difficult for blacks to

work their way out of the lower class’). Responses are re-scored along a five-point scale

ranging from 1 (‘disagree strongly’ or lowest perceived discrimination) to 5 (‘agree strongly’

or highest perceived discrimination).

Model and Variables

The methodological aim of this paper is to introduce a novel application of what Lax and

Phillips (2009) refer to as multilevel regression with post-stratification (MRP). A particularly

attractive feature of MRP is that it allows one to produce reliable estimates for poorly

sampled subsets of data. The poorly sampled subset that I target in this paper’s empirical

analysis is African Americans. Note, though, that the substantive focus represents just one

example of how researchers interested in poorly sampled subsets can utilize MRP. Putting

my substantive goal in more precise terms, this paper seek to estimate both authoritarianism

and perceptions of discrimination at both the state and the race×state level.
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The intuition behind MRP has two parts. The first part, multilevel modeling, produces

quality estimates of our dependent variable (authoritarianism) for individual intersections

of respondent characteristics, e.g., race, sex, income, etc. The second part of MRP, post-

stratification, uses existing demographic data to weight the micro-estimates for each bin.

Each intersection can be thought of as a single bin in a 9-dimensional array that represents

the count of demographic and geographic categories. In fact, this is how it is represented in

R. One of the 1,480,500 bins in the array represents, say, individuals who are black, female,

in Connecticut, over the age of 75, earning less than $50,000 a year, with a graduate degree,

in 1992. The estimated coefficient of authoritarianism for this bin is then multiplied by

the number of people in Connecticut who match and then divided by the total number of

people in the state. The weighted estimates for each bin can then be aggregated to produce

state-specific estimates with comparable quality to that of a much larger sample.

The simplest way to approach MRP is to transform each independent variable into a

relatively small number of categories. The observed variables in this model are:

auth : auth [i] ∈ {−4, . . . , 4}
discr : d[i] ∈ {1, . . . , 5}
race : r[i] ∈ {white, black,Other}
year : y[i] ∈ {1992, 2000, 2004}
state : s[i] ∈ {Alabama, . . . ,Wyoming}

age : a[i] ∈ {17–34, 35–45, 46–55, 56–65, 66–99}
sex : c[i] ∈ {female,male}

educ : l[i] ∈ {1, . . . , 7}
earn : e[i] ∈ {15k, 25k, 50k, 75k, 105k, o105k}

Individual levels of authoritarianism are modeled with a multilevel ordered multinomial

logistic regression. The first level of the model is specified as:
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Pr(auth [i] = j) = ologit−1
9 (Zi) (1)

Zi = βdiscr
d[i] + βrace

r[i] + βdiscr ,race
d[i],r[i] + β

year
y[i] + βstate

s[i] + β
age
a[i] + βsex

c[i] + βeduc
l[i] + βearn

e[i]

where ologit9 refers to an ordered multinomial logit over the nine possible levels of the

authoritarianism measure.3

Although discr is observed in the dataset, I model it as a second level effect. This allows

me to make post-stratified state- and race-level estimates of perceptions of discrimination:

Pr(d[i] = j) = ologit−1
5 (Yi) (2)

Yi = αrace
r[i] + αstate

s[i] + αrace,state
r[i],s[i] + α

year
y[i] + α

age
a[i] + αsex

c[i] + αeduc
l[i] + αearn

e[i]

Each of the remaining covariates is modeled as normally distributed with possibly distinct

variances. For equation 1 we have:

βdiscr
d[i] ∼ N(0, τdiscr )

βrace
r[i] ∼ N(0, τrace)

βdiscr ,race
d[i],r[i] ∼ N(0, τdiscr ,race)

β
year
y[i] ∼ N(0, τyear )

βstate
s[i] ∼ N(0, τstate)

β
age
a[i] ∼ N(0, τage)

βsex
c[i] ∼ N(0, τsex )

βeduc
l[i] ∼ N(0, τeduc)

βearn
e[i] ∼ N(0, τearn)

And for equation 2 we have:

3The model does not include a constant or intercept term because it estimates all eight cut-points in the
ordered logit regression.
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αrace
r[i] ∼ N(0, σrace)

αstate
s[i] ∼ N(0, σstate)

αrace,state
r[i],s[i] ∼ N(0, σrace,state)

α
year
y[i] ∼ N(0, σyear )

α
age
a[i] ∼ N(0, σage)

αsex
c[i] ∼ N(0, σsex )

αeduc
l[i] ∼ N(0, σeduc)

αearn
e[i] ∼ N(0, σearn)

The model is estimated using a straightforward Gibbs sampler, which I computed in

JAGS using R as an interface.4 Full results of the estimation are summarized in Table 2 in

the appendix.

Results and Discussion

In this section I describe and analyze the model’s results. The first two subsections focus on

the model’s estimated effects on authoritarianism (or Zi in the model) for three predictor

variables of interest. The first subsection focuses on the interaction of race and perceived

discrimination (race × discr , or βdiscr ,race
d,r in the model). And the second subsection focuses on

the individual or un-interacted variables of both race (βrace
black and βrace

white in the model) and

perceived discrimination (βdiscr
d in the model).

The first two subsections make it clear that these data require disaggregation by state,

which poses unique challenges. In the third subsection, then, I discuss these challenges along

with post-stratification, which is a central part of my solution to them. The fourth subsection

discusses the post-stratified results, which I maintain provide clear and strong support for this

4Our results are based on a sample of 100,000 with an adaptation (or ‘burn-in’) period of 20,000 iterations.
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paper’s hypothesis. Nonetheless, the post-stratified results raise some interesting puzzles;

and I discuss these in the concluding subsection.

The Perception of Discrimination × Race Interaction

This paper hypothesizes that the perception of discrimination functions as a normative threat

and should thus raise authoritarianism levels among African Americans. In the context of

this paper’s model, then, the hypothesis predicts that, for African Americans, the interaction

variable for race and perceived discrimination (βdiscr ,race
d,r ) ought to have a positive effect on

authoritarianism that increases monotonically as it moves from lowest to highest levels of

perceived discrimination. Moreover, these expected effects are specifically hypothesized to

drive authoritarianism levels from a baseline level that is set by state means. Since whites

dominate state mean authoritarianism levels, it follows that as race × discr among blacks

moves from lowest to highest, its effects should increase monotonically relative to those of

whites, whose analogous race × discr effects provide a quick and dirty proxy for the baseline.

The graphs in Figure 2 speak to whether or not the model’s results support these predictions.

The first two graphs in Figure 2 plot estimates of the coefficients βdiscr ,race
d,r representing

the interaction between perceptions of discrimination and race. The y-axis shows mean and

25th and 75th percentiles of the estimates, and the x-axis shows the levels of percieved

discrimination. The coefficients are plotted for black (Figure 2a) and white (Figure 2b)

Americans. In an ordered-logit framework, these coefficients can be interpreted as the race-

specific effects of perceived discrimination on latent authoritarianism levels. That is, these

plots represent the estimated effect of the race × discr coefficient on Zi (see equation 1), in

which Zi is interpreted as the ‘latent’ authoritarianism for respondent i.

Interpreting the Zi term is, I have found, a common source of confusion. This is in part

due to the term ‘latent’, which is more loaded than it should be. In the context of this

model, the Zi term provides a probability for the outcome variable Yi, which fall along a
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Figure 2: Coefficient estimates of effects of perceptions of discrimination on authoritarianism by race. black
lines show sample means. Grey lines show the first and third quartiles.

9-point scale. In other words, it represents the probability that the outcome will fall into

each of its 8 bins, ranging from least to most authoritarian. Higher values of Zi lead to

higher expected responses on the nine levels of authoritarianism. The two terms, Zi and Yi,

are not equivalent because Zi represents the probability of Yi as a stochastic process; their

relationship is not deterministic.

Even though Figure 2 only plots the effects of an interaction variable (as a function of
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perceived racism), these coefficients are estimated from the full model described in equation

1. All else equal, then, the plots show that whites are less authoritarian as they perceive less

discrimination against blacks. The estimates for blacks, in contrast, show a predominantly

increasing trend. That is, blacks who perceive more black-targeted discrimination are more

likely to have high authoritarianism scores.

This divergence is especially apparent in Figure 2c. Here, the difference between the

interaction coefficients for black and white respondents (βdiscr ,race
d,black − βdiscr ,race

d,whites) are plotted on

the y-axis, as a function of levels of perceived discrimination, which are plotted on the

x-axis. Note that the plot of Figure 2c does not provide any information in addition to

those in Figures 2a and b. Rather, it reorganizes the results for the sake of emphasis. The

primary result of these three plots is that, as perceptions of black-targeted racism increase,

black Americans become more authoritarian relative to white Americans, who become less

authoritarian.

Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c represent national-level coefficient estimates from the full model,

which controls for states. As mentioned above, however, these plots only represent the

examination of the coefficient, βdiscr ,race
d,r , which is the interaction of race with perceptions of

discrimination. The curves, then, do not show the complete estimated effect of perceptions of

discrimination on authoritarianism. They only show the component that is race dependent,

i.e., the component that is interacted. It is important to note that the individual components

for race and discrimination have a large effect on latent authoritarianism.

It is also important to note that the results in Figure 2 do not reflect the impact of post-

stratification. The results for black respondents thus reflect the bias due to under-sampling

for which post-stratification corrects. This is fortunate because otherwise the results would

represent disappointing support of my hypothesis. For, according to Figure 2a, the effect of

the race × discr coefficient for blacks who perceive the most amount of discrimination (.11) is

not much higher than that for those who perceive the lowest level.
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Lastly, even though these estimates control for states, they nonetheless provide national-

level estimates. In other words, they do not provide estimates for individual states. As

such they cannot provide a direct test of our hypothesis, which is concerned with differences

between black and white authoritarianism levels within states. All of the aforementioned

shortcomings aside, the directions of the curves in Figure 2 are in line with expectations.

Figure 3: Sampled coefficients for βrace
black and βrace

white. Bottom bars show all sampled values. Top lines show
empirical densities.

The Perception of Discrimination and Race as Distinct Variables

Figure 3 provides sample estimates for βrace
black and βrace

white coefficients. The top lines show

empirical densities; and the bottom bars show all sampled values. The simple purpose of

this figure is to show how large the difference is between the two race coefficients. In a

sense, this paper aims to explain the difference that Figure 3 exhibits. And, to repeat, my

hypothesis is that levels of perceived discrimination can explain why blacks are so far to the
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right of whites in this plot.

Recall that Figure 2 showed weak support for the hypothesis on the national level. Part of

the problem is that to see the net effects of perceptions of discrimination on authoritarianism

we need to also consider the estimated effect of perceptions of discrimination not conditioned

on race (βdiscr
d ). That is, we need to include both the interaction and the components of that

interaction. Although the analysis so far emphasizes the difference in effects between blacks

and whites, the complete results are more complex.

Figure 4 shows mean estimates of latent authoritarianism without isolating the race–

discrimination variable. It plots the estimated values of Zi (see equation 1) for blacks and

whites, using the modal value for the rest of the variables. In other words, it shows the

relationship between predicted discrimination for an ‘average’ white and an ‘average’ black

respondent. These two curves suggest that, for both black and white Americans, levels of

authoritarianism decrease as perceptions of racism increase (the trend is weak and almost

flat for blacks and stronger for whites). Note that the downward trend in both curves occurs

for every ethnic or racial group at the aggregate national level.

This might seem inauspicious for our first hypothesis. H1 states that the degree to

which blacks’ authoritarianism scores are higher than whites’ is a function of the extent

to which blacks perceive themselves to be the victims of racism and discrimination. It

would seem then that we would expect levels of black authoritarianism to simply increase as

perceptions of racism increase. But H1 is a comparative claim about the difference in levels

of authoritarianism between whites and blacks. Figure 4 thus ought to show a widening

gap as the curves representing blacks and whites move from left to right. As expected,

they do. Despite their downward trends along the x-axis (levels of authoritarianism), the

distance between the two curves along the y-axis increases as they move rightward (as levels

of perceptions of black-targeted racism increase).

Nonetheless, the results in Figure 4, like those in Figure 2, only provide weak support for
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Figure 4: Estimated values of Zi for blacks and whites, using modal values for all other variables.

H1. The range of the effect on the outcome variable is small, indicating an effect small in

magnitude. Another problem is that the results plotted in Figures 2 and 4 tell a seemingly

paradoxical story. Figure 2 suggests that the authoritarianism levels of black and white

Americans respond very differently to perceptions of racism. blacks’ authoritarianism levels

go up while whites’ go down. Figure 4, in contrast, suggests that they both go down,

albeit far more for whites. In this aggregate analysis the overall national effects of perceived

discrimination ‘drown out’ the disaggregated effects that I seek. The problem is that the

analyses behind these figures do not take into account the role of geography or context that

is made more explicit in my second hypothesis.

Recall H2: On the state level, for states in which blacks perceive higher levels of racism

and discrimination (relative to blacks in other states), blacks’ authoritarianism levels will

be higher relative to whites in their state. Results disaggregated by state are required
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to test these hypothesized dynamics of authoritarianism. Otherwise put, H2 requires an

examination of how levels of perceived racism affect levels of authoritarianism on the state

level.

The problem with national-level analyses is that, according to our theory, the ‘reference

points’ of authoritarianism are best understood as bounded within discrete geographic units

(states here, but in theory smaller geographical units would be even better). Without this

qualification, the effects could wash out. To see why, suppose hypothetically that whites

(who are a majority in every state’s population) in State A set the reference point higher

(say, 5) than those in State B (say, 4). Suppose also that blacks in each state both perceive

the same levels of racism, and that our model predicts that this will result in a 1-point

increase in authoritarianism above their respective (white-dominated) state means.

This will result in three outcomes. First, in both states A and B the intra-state difference

in authoritarianism between blacks and whites will be the same; it will be 1 (6-5=1 in state

A, and 5-4=1 in state B). Second, the authoritarianism levels of blacks in State A (6) will

be higher than those of blacks in State B (5). Finally, the authoritarianism levels of blacks

in State B will be the same as the authoritarianism levels of whites in State A (5 for both).

As a result, national-level estimates have the potential to shroud a lot of useful infor-

mation. For example, even though the mean change of +1 is not affected, the magnitude

of the mean change is overestimated for states with above-average baselines like state A

(an increase of about 18% versus 17%) and disproportionately underestimated for states

with below-average baselines like state B (18% versus 20%). Thus, when Figure 2 indicates

(loosely speaking) a difference in authoritarianism between blacks with the lowest and high-

est levels of perceived discrimination of only .11, it is not possible to make sense of how this

translates or corresponds to specific geographic contexts (to say nothing of the fact that this

figure reflects estimates before post-stratification).
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The Challenge of State-Level Analyses of Poorly Sampled Data

Overcoming the aforementioned problems of national-level analyses has traditionally posed

a challenge. The ANES data available for this study is far too sparse on the state level to

gain meaningful results from individual state-by-state estimation from a simple regression.

Table 1 shows the number of white, black, and total respondents for each state in the

dataset, which combines the 1992, 2000, and 2004 ANES surveys. Although many states

have sufficient total or white respondent counts, very few have adequately sampled black

respondent counts. I use post-stratification to overcome this issue and achieve useful state-

level estimates.

AL AZ AR CA CO CT DE FL GA ID IL IN IA KS KY LA ME
white 70 49 43 325 56 37 1 127 77 5 102 126 63 58 9 63 4
black 59 3 20 18 7 4 1 25 57 0 27 2 0 4 0 33 0
Total 133 55 68 420 71 45 2 163 138 5 137 135 66 62 10 97 4

MD MA MI MN MS MO MT NE NV NH NJ NM NY NC ND OH OK
white 66 135 200 131 2 56 0 17 4 49 88 1 206 26 7 123 10
black 21 3 13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 17 2 43 15 0 10 0
Total 90 145 218 136 3 58 1 17 4 52 113 3 270 54 7 141 10

OR PA RI SC SD TN TX UT VT VA WA DC WV WI WY All
white 82 90 2 8 3 109 194 51 0 187 97 1 33 96 16 3305
black 2 9 0 2 0 12 50 2 0 22 2 4 0 19 1 510
Total 91 100 2 10 3 122 293 58 0 219 114 5 33 122 18 4123

Table 1: Respondent counts by state, pooling 1992, 2000 and 2004 NES.

In its simplest form, post-stratification describes the process of averaging estimates for

individual demographic subunits (i.e., hypothetical respondents falling into unique combina-

tions of race, sex, age, education and income categories) using empirical demographic counts

as weights (Gelman and Hill 2007, Lax and Phillips 2009). MRP or post-stratification mixed

with multilevel regression both (i) corrects for selection bias in predicted values, via Bayesian

shrinkage or partial pooling (Gelman and Hill 2007), and (ii) weighs against small and insuf-

ficiently sampled groups, via demographic representation. Lax and Phillips (2009) show just

how well MRP can correct for sparsely sampled data. In their demonstration, a sample of

N=1400 analyzed via MRP produces results comparable to those obtainable via disaggrega-

tion – i.e., pooling large numbers of samples and then disaggregating the data and analyzing
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it by state (or or any other sparsely sampled subset) – with a sample of N=14,200 (ibid).

For most of our demographic data I use the ‘1-percent Public-Use Microdata Sample’

based on the US Census and compiled by IPUMS (integrated public use micro-data series),

interpolating the 1990 and 2000 data to get population estimates for 1992. Recall that

this provides counts of, for example, black women, 17–34 years old, with a high-school

education, earning less than $25,000, in California, in 2004. In order to fully post-stratify

authoritarianism at the state level, however, we require these counts to also be broken down

by degree of perceived discrimination (recall that Equation 1 models d[i] as a predictor of

auth [i]). The Census of course does not have this information, but I was able to impute

the relevant information using the second-level model specified in Equation 2 above. For

each demographic ‘cell’ (such as our hypothetical respondent just described), this model

allows me to estimate the proportion that would ‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, etc. with the

ANES item that represents perceived discrimination in the model. This allows an inference

of authoritarianism scores at any given level of aggregation, although the inference is better

for larger aggregations.

Post Post-Stratification

The results after post-stratification are summarized in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5a plots

perceived discrimination among whites along the x-axis; and it plots predicted mean author-

itarianism among whites (as deviation from the state mean) along the y-axis. As the curves

for each state make clear, for whites, as the level of perceived discrimination against blacks

increases, authoritarianism levels decrease. This finding is very strong and perhaps interest-

ing, but it does not directly speak to my hypotheses. It does, however, tell an intuitive story,

which is that whites who are willing to acknowledge the effects of black-targeted racism or

discrimination are less likely to be authoritarian. I include Figure 5a mostly to provide a

comparison with Figure 5b.
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Figure 5: Post-stratified estimates of authoritarianism by perceived discrimination and ethnic group. (Only
states with at least 5 black respondents are shown)

Figure 5b plots perceived discrimination among blacks on the x-axis and predicted mean

authoritarianism among blacks as deviation from the state mean on the y-axis. The difference

between Figures 5a and 5b is dramatic. For about 80% of the states, the model estimates

that, among blacks, as the level of perceived discrimination increases, authoritarianism levels

also increase.

Upon first glance, at least, the results in Figure 5b ought to seem highly counterintuitive.

According to previous research, authoritarianism predicts and structures opinions on issues

such as abortion, gay marriage, immigration, stem cell research, the tradeoff between security

and liberty, and the preference for cooperation or force in foreign affairs (Stenner 2005,

Hetherington and Weiler 2009). As mentioned in the first section, the general trends in

these findings hold true for African Americans, whose attitudes are, relative to other racial

or ethnic groups, disproportionately against abortion, gay marriage, open borders, and so

on. The curves in Figure 5 seem to suggest that higher levels of perceived racism among

African Americans result in higher levels of authoritarianism and, consequently, the socially
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conservative attitudes and opinions that typically accompany authoritarianism once it has

been activated by normative threat.

I claim that this story ought to sound counterintuitive because, on the face of it, perceived

racism or discrimination does not have any obvious or even logical connection to issues such

as abortion or hawkishness abroad. It only begins to make sense in the context of Stenner’s

theory of the authoritarian dynamic, according to which a normative threat activates the

authoritarian predispositions that are otherwise latent in a population (or, alternately, the

authoritarianism that non-authoritarians only exhibit under conditions of threat). This, in

turn, manifests in the form of a predictable set of attitudes and opinions on issues implicated

by what Stenner refers to as the ‘classic’ or ‘familiar’ ‘triad of racial, political, and moral

intolerance’ (Stenner 2005: pp 23, 50, 110).

Explaining the Variation

One puzzling feature of Figure 5b is that there is a large amount of variation on the right-

hand side of the plot, where levels of perceived discrimination are highest. Plots (a) and

(b) in Figure 6 help explain this variation. These plots suggest that there is an important

difference between states with higher and lower mean levels of authoritarianism. In general,

as states increase in mean authoritarianism, there is a stronger negative effect of perceived

discrimination on authoritarianism. For blacks, though, perceived discrimination has a neg-

ative effect on authoritarianism in only four of the states. As previously mentioned, these

comprise about 20% of the available states, and they are generally (in 3/4 cases) the states

with the highest mean levels of authoritarianism. This is informative in a few ways that are

best understood by comparing the figures in order to better understand what is happening

in each of them.

A comparison between Figure 4 and Figure 6 bolster and clarify the claim that these

data require disaggregation by state. Figure 4 exemplifies the shortcomings of aggregated,
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Figure 6: Poststratified estimates of ‘effect’ of perceptions of discrimination on authoritarianism. ‘Effects’ are
caluculated by taking the difference between the estimated authoritarianism of those that ‘strongly agree’ with
the survey question and those that ‘strongly disagree’. (Only states with at least 5 black respondents are shown.)

national-level analyses of these data. It shows the relationship for both black and white

respondents between levels of perceived discrimination and levels of authoritarianism, with

all other controls held constant at their modal value. From figure 4 it is clear that (i) levels

of authoritarianism are consistently higher among blacks relative to whites, and also that

(ii) as levels of perceived discrimination increase, the gap between blacks and whites widens.

However, it also suggests that levels of authoritarianism decrease slightly for blacks as their

levels of perceived discrimination increase.

This result would be misleading without the clarification that Figure 6 provides. This

figure shows that the effects of perceived discrimination on authoritarianism attenuate as

the state mean levels of authoritarianism increase. This downward state-level trend holds

for both blacks and whites. If these data were aggregated on the national level, the slope

would have been the same, but its intercept would have fallen in between the two downward

trending clusters. As Figure 4 indicates, the mean difference in authoritarianism levels
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between blacks and whites would have still been evident, but the large state effects driving

this finding would have remained hidden.

Lastly, Figure 5, which provides the clearest demonstration of the nature of state effects

in these data, helps clarify what is happening in the downward slopes in both graphs of

Figure 6. If we think of Figure 6 as plotted on the same graph, then it would appear that

the black respondents of each state are plotted about .5 units above the white respondents

of their respective states. Figure 5 demonstrates that this reflects a positive, linear relation-

ship between levels of perceived discrimination among blacks and the degree to which their

authoritarianism levels deviate from their respective state means. The size of those state

means attenuate the effect as it increases, but the overall trend is particularly clear when it

is graphed by state. This allows us to isolate the smaller portion of states whose baseline

authoritarianism means are too large for them to produce meaningful results. Note that in

aggregated results the effect of those four states pulls the estimates against the hypothesized

trend. Disaggregated by state, though, it is clear that the trends for a majority of the states

are in line with my hypothesis.

The plots in Figure 5 bring attention to an interesting phenomenon that warrants further

consideration. As noted above, the hypothesized effects of perceived discrimination are

larger in states with lower mean or baseline levels of authoritarianism. I see a few possible

explanations for this phenomenon that are related and perhaps complementary, but these

are speculative conjectures.

To begin, this phenomenon might simply represent something real about states with low

mean levels of authoritarianism. Perhaps, for example, African Americans who perceive

themselves to be the victims of racism or discrimination are inclined to differentiate them-

selves in ideological space from their perceived oppressors. So, if baseline levels are low,

African Americans will seek differentiation in accordance with the authoritarian dynamic.

If baseline levels are high, however, the authoritarian dynamic will manifest less strongly.
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Stated differently, if differentiation acts as an incentive, then less space for differentiation

will truncate the incentive.

Alternately, there might be some characteristic that states with low mean authoritarian-

ism levels enjoy that is conducive to the activation of authoritarianism among blacks. Since

whites comprise a majority in every state, it is reasonable to expect that states with low

mean levels of authoritarianism have fewer white authoritarians. If white authoritarians rep-

resent a significant source of threat to their black neighbors, then blacks in these states must

experience less threat from their white neighbors. This could make threats that do arise

seem more novel and thus more potent, which would explain why blacks from these states

who do report high levels of perceived discrimination exhibit an especially acute response to

it. This is precisely the sort of situation that a multilevel model is well equipped to capture.

It uses information from both national demographic variables and state-specific effects. If

the local threat level is low, then threats perceived from national signals might be especially

salient. Please note, however, that this is just speculation to which the findings in this paper

do not directly speak.

Another possible explanation relates to the ‘strong assumption’ in my theory that I

mentioned above in the Theory and Hypothesis section. This assumption is that all causes of

authoritarianism levels are applicable to everybody equally, except for the effects of perceived

discrimination. The point of mentioning this was not because I simply or literally believe

that it is true. In fact, I think that it is almost certainly not true. However, to the extent

that it is not true, then my results are even stronger because they are able to overcome all

of the noise that the various differentially distributed causes of authoritarianism introduce.

In states with high baseline levels of authoritarianism, it is reasonable to expect there to be

a relatively large number of non-racial normative threats that affect the population broadly.

Given a large set of normative threats, total effects on authoritarianism might go down if one

of them is particularly salient. This does not seem too implausible given that Stenner (2005)
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reports that priming non-normative threats truncates the effect of normative threats on

authoritarianism because it distracts subjects from the cause of their dispositional activation.

It is then at least clear that distinct threats can compete with one another and that the

salience of one over another can differentially affect the activation of authoritarianism.

A final possible explanation, which could be related and perhaps even complementary

to the previous explanations, is that these trends in part reflect a statistical artifact. The

measure of authoritarianism with an ordinal 9-point scale does not accord perfectly with

how I conceptualize the construct. I am inclined to view authoritarianism as a continuous

theoretical construct that lacks clear bounds. It is apparent in both plots of Figure 5, for

example, that the mean levels of authoritarianism fall within a range that is smaller than

2 units (from 5.4 to 7). It might be the case that a move from, say, 5.4 to 5.5, is much

more meaningful than a move that is the same size but higher along the scale, such as

from 6.9 to 7. Thus, even though our hypothesized dynamics of authoritarianism among

African Americans might hold equally for blacks across geographic units, the measurement

instrument employed in this analysis might distort the actual phenomena in a manner that

restricts the model from picking up its effects once the state-level ‘reference points’ have been

set higher than a certain threshold (which in these data appears to be somewhere in the 6

to 6.5 range). This final explanation seems the most plausible to me, but, like I mentioned,

these are just speculative explanations to which these data cannot directly speak.

Conclusion

This paper hypothesized that high levels of authoritarianism observed among African Ameri-

cans are a function of perceived racism. The theory behind this hypothesized effect suggests

that it ought to occur within geographic units (states) whose reference levels of authori-

tarianism are determined by their means. This entails the counterintuitive suggestion that
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perceived discrimination levels affect the activation of a value orientation linked to socially

conservative opinions on various moral issues; yet discrimination and opinions about social

issues are prima facie unrelated. Consistent with expectations, the findings presented provide

strong and clear support for the hypothesis.

These findings are relevant to scholarly and practical concerns in at least four ways.

First, they help to elucidate a longstanding empirical anomaly in the race & politics and

public opinion literatures. It is a mistake to avoid or look past the uniquely high levels of

authoritarianism observed among African American. An unfortunate implication is that this

empirical anomaly represents an additional negative consequence of racism and discrimina-

tion, one that is rarely mentioned and under appreciated. This paper thus militates against

recent claims about racial political progress suggesting that Americans live in a post-racial

society. Furthermore, it challenges facile attempts to attribute the empirical anomaly of

high authoritarianism levels to the unique history, religion, or culture of African Americans.

While there is some truth to such narratives, in the final analysis they ought to be viewed

as non-explanations because they are unfalsifiable, a-theoretical, and lacking in specificity.

Second, this paper’s attempt to explain the foregoing empirical anomaly demonstrates

the usefulness of what is, to my knowledge, a unique application of multilevel modeling with

post-stratification. Future researchers can utilize this approach to analyze poorly sampled

sub-populations in nationally representative samples. While this is pertinent to scholars of

African American public opinion, it entails numerous other applications such as the analysis

of other minority populations in America. Such extensions ought to provide new tools that

improve our ability to analyze emerging patterns of intersectionality in American politics.

Third, these findings should be of interest to campaigns which seek to increase either

vote share or turnout among African Americans. My analysis suggests that black voters

might differ from white voters in regard to which sorts of messages they find compelling or

persuasive. Journalists sometimes suggest that the Republican party might look to African
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American voters for support on the basis of their shared social conservatism. Less obviously,

however, the Democratic party might look to the social conservatism of African American

voters for improvements in message framing and turnout.

Finally, this paper has normative relevance. It is hard to deny the immense importance

of race to American politics. The paucity of research on the political behavior of non-white

Americans constitutes a serious shortcoming in the American politics and political sociology

literatures. Despite the relatively narrow focus of the present study, I nonetheless hope to

have contributed to the amelioration of this unfortunate state of affairs.
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Appendix A

25% mean 75% 25% mean 75% 25% mean 75%

β
age
17–34 -0.25 -0.15 -0.07 βdiscr ,race

1,white -0.00 0.09 0.19 βstate
OK -0.29 -0.12 0.06

β
age
35–45 -0.13 -0.04 0.05 βdiscr ,race

1,black -0.09 0.00 0.09 βstate
OR -0.63 -0.51 -0.39

β
age
46–55 -0.22 -0.12 -0.03 βdiscr ,race

1,Other -0.03 0.07 0.16 βstate
PA -0.12 -0.02 0.09

β
age
56–65 -0.04 0.06 0.15 βsex

Male 0.03 0.33 0.66 βstate
RI -0.11 0.09 0.29

β
age
66–99 0.25 0.36 0.45 βsex

Female -0.32 -0.02 0.31 βstate
SC -0.22 -0.04 0.14

βdiscr
1 -0.28 -0.17 -0.04 βstate

AL 0.19 0.30 0.39 βstate
SD -0.09 0.11 0.31

βdiscr
2 -0.12 -0.04 0.04 βstate

AZ -0.49 -0.36 -0.23 βstate
TN 0.23 0.33 0.43

βdiscr
3 -0.01 0.09 0.18 βstate

AR 0.12 0.24 0.36 βstate
TX 0.18 0.26 0.33

βdiscr
4 -0.10 -0.02 0.06 βstate

CA -0.36 -0.29 -0.22 βstate
UT -0.39 -0.26 -0.14

βdiscr
5 0.05 0.19 0.29 βstate

CO -0.20 -0.08 0.04 βstate
VA -0.25 -0.17 -0.08

βearn
15k 0.18 0.28 0.38 βstate

CT -0.35 -0.21 -0.07 βstate
WA -0.59 -0.48 -0.37

βearn
25k 0.01 0.11 0.21 βstate

DE -0.18 0.02 0.22 βstate
DC -0.32 -0.13 0.07

βearn
50k 0.09 0.19 0.29 βstate

FL -0.18 -0.09 0.00 βstate
WV 0.18 0.33 0.48

βearn
75k -0.10 0.00 0.10 βstate

GA 0.13 0.24 0.34 βstate
WI -0.20 -0.10 0.00

βearn
105k -0.25 -0.14 -0.03 βstate

ID -0.17 0.02 0.22 βstate
WY -0.17 -0.00 0.17

βearn
o105k -0.50 -0.38 -0.25 βstate

IL -0.04 0.05 0.15 βstate
other -0.20 0.00 0.20

βeduc
1 0.84 1.12 1.37 βstate

IN 0.09 0.19 0.29 β
year
1992 -0.03 0.02 0.03

βeduc
2 0.67 0.93 1.17 βstate

IA -0.18 -0.06 0.06 β
year
2000 -0.01 0.04 0.04

βeduc
3 0.17 0.42 0.66 βstate

KS 0.28 0.41 0.54 β
year
2004 -0.03 0.02 0.02

βeduc
4 -0.34 -0.09 0.15 βstate

KY -0.03 0.16 0.34 πauth
1 0.05 0.08 0.10

βeduc
5 -0.19 0.07 0.31 βstate

LA 0.41 0.53 0.64 πauth
2 0.01 0.01 0.01

βeduc
6 -0.86 -0.61 -0.37 βstate

ME -0.13 0.07 0.26 πauth
3 0.10 0.13 0.16

βeduc
7 -1.47 -1.21 -0.97 βstate

MD -0.07 0.04 0.15 πauth
4 0.03 0.03 0.04

βrace
white -0.63 -0.32 -0.02 βstate

MA -0.40 -0.30 -0.21 πauth
5 0.24 0.26 0.29

βrace
black 0.34 0.67 0.99 βstate

MI -0.21 -0.13 -0.04 πauth
6 0.06 0.06 0.07

βrace
Other -0.15 0.17 0.48 βstate

MN -0.21 -0.11 -0.01 πauth
7 0.21 0.24 0.28

βdiscr ,race
5,white -0.32 -0.21 -0.08 βstate

MS -0.18 0.02 0.22 πauth
8 0.03 0.04 0.05

βdiscr ,race
5,black 0.01 0.11 0.20 βstate

MO -0.07 0.06 0.19 πauth
9 0.09 0.13 0.16

βdiscr ,race
5,Other -0.15 -0.06 0.04 βstate

MT -0.16 0.04 0.24 τage 0.20 0.34 0.39

βdiscr ,race
4,white -0.09 -0.02 0.05 βstate

NE -0.12 0.05 0.22 τearn 0.23 0.35 0.42

βdiscr ,race
4,black -0.05 0.03 0.11 βstate

NV -0.12 0.07 0.26 τeduc 0.78 1.07 1.23

βdiscr ,race
4,Other -0.14 -0.05 0.04 βstate

NH -0.25 -0.12 0.02 τrace 0.56 1.44 1.57

βdiscr ,race
3,white -0.05 0.02 0.10 βstate

NJ -0.44 -0.34 -0.23 τdiscr ,race 0.11 0.18 0.23

βdiscr ,race
3,black -0.10 -0.01 0.07 βstate

NM -0.18 0.02 0.21 τsex 0.42 2.89 2.34

βdiscr ,race
3,Other -0.02 0.08 0.17 βstate

NY -0.01 0.07 0.15 τstate 0.27 0.31 0.34

βdiscr ,race
2,white -0.01 0.07 0.14 βstate

NC 0.02 0.16 0.29 τyear 0.02 0.16 0.13

βdiscr ,race
2,black -0.17 -0.08 0.02 βstate

ND -0.11 0.07 0.25

βdiscr ,race
2,Other -0.12 -0.03 0.05 βstate

OH -0.07 0.02 0.12

Table 2: Sample means and first and third quartiles for each of the variables in the authoritarianism model
(Equation 1). The πauth

i terms describe the cutpoints for the ordered logit.
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